
Simply E Cig Announces The Expected Turnover
To Be 3 Million In 2014
BLACKBURN, UK, January 25, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- This probable turnover has been reported
by Simply E Cig after witnessing a significant increase in the sale of its high quality products all
around the world.

Simply E Cig has announced the expected turnover for the company to be 3 million in 2014. This
probable turnover has been reported by Simply E Cig, electronic cigarette starter kits after witnessing
a significant increase in the sale of its high quality products all around the world. 

Customers who are looking for quality solutions to quit smoking and enjoy the less harmful nicotine
intake can blindly trust Simply ECig due to their excellent quality and quick delivery system as well. In
the small time frame since establishment, Simply E Cig has been able to generate significant sale.
Due to the increasing awareness of the downside of smoking and the governmental ban on smoking
in public places, there has been increasing demand of e-cigarettes. This overall increase in demand
contributed towards the increasing sales for Simply E Cig. The turnover announced by the company
for 2014 is a great achievement in the competitive electronic cigarette industry. 

Simply E Cig is a UK based company that offers the best quality and value electronic cigarettes. The
company has streamlined its worldwide supply of e cigarettes by including reputable and reliable
retailers and manufacturers. The company offers the very best products from the manufacturers who
use extremely superior quality materials throughout all the products. From the casing, batteries and
mechanism, the company ensures that customers get the best quality in all products. The company
offers electronic cigarettes, e-liquids in various different flavors and other accessories essential for
electronic cigarettes. All the products offered by the company are thoroughly tested before launching
into the marketing to provide best smoking experience. Simply E Cig provides free home delivery
service in the UK. The company has an excellent return policy as the management believes in
complete satisfaction of the customers. 

The success of Simply E Cig has been due to the extended range of electronic cigarettes and e-
liquids it offers. The e-liquids are available in several different flavors including tobacco, pineapple and
coconut mix, apple, mint, blueberry, cherry, orange and mint, red cola, strawberry, kiwi mix flavor, fruit
mix, lemonade flavor, red American tobacco flavor, Virginia green tobacco flavor and BH gold silver
tobacco flavor. The quality and variety offered by Simply E Cig makes it a preferred choice of
customers. The spokesperson of Simply E Cig said, “The expected turnover for the company in 2014
is something the company dreamed of. It has been a long journey for the company. The increasing
demand of electronic cigarettes has kept us on our toes in order to provide continuous supply of
electronic cigarettes with the promised quality. We offer very reasonable prices on our cigarettes
which has been the major contributing factor in our growing sales. Simply E Cig continuously updates
its catalogue with not only new models of electronic cigarettes and varieties of e liquids but it also
offers thorough information regarding the use of electronic cigarettes.”

Customers who are looking for cheap and quality electronic cigarettes can browse the website of the
company: http://www.simplyecig.co.uk/
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